
 

SYNOPSIS 

 

Nithy is on a roll. As writer of mysteries with an endless imagination and a special hat, she is going to take the 

literary world by storm. Well, some day. She is only a kid after all, and not very good at endings. Living in a 

cozy (read: small) Toronto apartment, that’s three flights of stairs up and three flights of stairs down, with her 

hard-working mom and hard-thinking dad, her in-the-way baby brother and Peter Gabriel, the world’s 

grumpiest cat, everything is right where it should be.   

But, just when it seems like nothing can go wrong, everything does. A loss in the family sends her world 

crashing down, and Nithy is left with a puzzle she can’t solve.  

Nithy needs an audience to figure this thing out, and she is going to do it in the only way she knows how, by 

telling us a story.  

With the help of two actors, Nithy plays out the toughest, most confusing weeks of her life, searching for an 

ending that doesn’t seem to be there. Home is chaos, school seems to be nothing but math, and her baby 

brother is basically a sack of flour. Her memories send us barreling towards the event that stops it all, and her 

world grinds to a halt.  

Luckily, a few well-meaning weirdos step up to save the day.  The councilor who is an “Expert Thinker & 

Noticer” (or so says his business card), and a new friend, never without a runner’s headband, who works on 

inventions in her spare time, all help to point Nithy back to herself.  

Over the course of the play, Nithy learns that endings aren’t the important bits - it’s the stuff in between that 

counts. After all, sometimes when the world is turned upside down, you’ve got to learn how to do a 

handstand.  

 


